People who live in towns envy those who live in the country; whenever a Golden Age has been imagined, it has included no cities. Theocritus was living in Alexandria when he invented pastoral poetry; Virgil wrote his bucolics for the citizens of Rome. These literary forms disappeared during the Dark Ages, when no such idealization of country life was possible, but as the amenities of existence began to return in the prosperous towns of the later Middle Ages, once again those who enjoyed them began to pretend to wish they lacked them, and spoke longingly of the pleasures of poverty, of simple but wholesome food, of a life without ambition and contention, of love unfettered by convention-all desirables to be found only in rural regions. These joys, from the fourteenth to the eighteenth cen-
thirteenth-century play Le Jeu de Robin et Marion, Marion resists the knight and remains faithful to Robin, who is, of course, a shepherd. In the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, the shepherd was often used as a symbol of the common man; actors dressed as shepherds greeted princes making solemn entries into cities, and added their deliberately naive compliments to the fulsome praises of more learned folk. An almanac and compendium of useful knowledge was published in 1491 as the Kalendrier des Bergiers, and judging from the number of editions, was most successful (Charles VIII of France owned an illuminated copy), though one wonders how many genuine shepherds could read it. Remy Belleau, publishing in 1565 a miscellany of prose and verse in praise of the country, called it La Bergerie.
All these shepherds and shepherdesses are well contented with their lot; those who take part in the medieval Nativity plays frequently describe their way of life as delightful. It is these verses that tell the simple story and the names of the chief characters. Each tapestry and print gives the words spoken by some of the personages shown, as well as a longer verse explaining the scene as a whole. The first four tapestries are identified as Ages of Man; when ten years old the shepherds and shepherdesses chase butterflies; when fifteen they play tiquet, a game which looks very much like croquet; when twenty they dance; when twenty-five they feast, though only on coarse biscuits, water, and strawberries. On the later pieces, no age is given for the protagonists; Gombaut is bethrothed to Macee in the fifth scene, he marries her in the sixth, is called on to drive away a wolf in the seventh, and is himself pursued by Death in the eighth. The Museum's tapestry is of the second subject, the game of tiquet or boules. 
